TIDES END CONDOMINIUMS
LOT 7 AND LOT 8, BLOCK 47, LAKE LYLIE
IN THE SW 1/4 OF THE NW 1/4 SECTION 32,
TOWNSHIP 2 NORTH, RANGE 10 WEST,
WILLAMETTE MERIDIAN, CITY OF ROCKAWAY BEACH
TILLAMOOK COUNTY, OREGON

LEGEND
- DENOTES MONUMENT FOUND AS NOTED
- DENOTES W/C. MARK WITH A YELLOW PLASTIC
- CAR STAMPED "KURASHI & ASSOC. INC." FOUND
- SEE COUNTY SURVEY NO. 8-869.
- ^ DENOTES PARKING SPACE NUMBER
- FBE DENOTES FINISHED FLOOR ELEVATION
- SF DENOTES SQUARE FEET
- VA DENOTES VERTICAL HEIGHT
- LCE DENOTES LIMITED COMMON ELEMENT
- GCE DENOTES GENERAL COMMON ELEMENT

INDEX:

PAGE 1: PLAT SUMMARY AND BUILDING SETS
AND PARKING SPACE
PAGE 2: BUILDING LOT B AND DETAILS
PAGE 3: FOOTAGE TABLE
PAGE 4: DECLARATION, ASSIGNMENT, RESERVATION AND SURVEYOR'S CERTIFICATE

NOTES:
1. ALL LINES ARE DEPICTED AS SHOWN FOR VARIATIONS.
2. ALL MEASUREMENTS ARE PERPENDICULAR UNLESS
   NOTED OTHERWISE.
3. SITES OF RESERVES AND BOUNDARY DETERMINATION
   PER SURVEY NO. 8-869.
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TIDES END CONDOMINIUMS

LOT 7 AND LOT 8, BLOCK 47, LAKE LYTLE
IN THE SW 1/4 OF THE NW 1/4 SECTION 32,
TOWNSHIP 2 NORTH, RANGE 10 WEST,
WILLAMETTE MERIDIAN, CITY OF ROCKAWAY BEACH
TILLAMOOK COUNTY, OREGON

APR. 30, 2007

BUILDING SECTION
(LOOKING WEST)

ELEVATION AND SQUARE FOOTAGE TABLE

UNIT NUMBER | FIRST FLOOR ELEV. | SECOND FLOOR ELEV. | TOTAL AREA
-------------|------------------|-------------------|-------------
1            | 11.25'           | 21.62'            | 1464.25'    
2            | 11.39'           | 21.62'            | 1464.25'    
3            | 11.61'           | 21.62'            | 1464.25'    
4            | 11.61'           | 21.62'            | 1464.25'    
5            | 11.61'           | 21.62'            | 1464.25'    

LEGEND
FE DENOTES FLOOR ELEVATION
SF DENOTES SQUARE FEET

NOTES:
1. ALL MEASUREMENTS ARE PERPENDICULAR UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE
2. WALL THICKNESSES ARE TYPICAL AS SHOWN

SCALE: 1"=10'

C-563